Lancashire Mountaineering Club
As we come to the end of another crazy year it would seem that our troubles are not over
yet. With yet another mutation running wild we may well be suffering more restrictions soon.
Let’s hope that we can continue with the meets list that Roger Gott has compiled. It should
be with you early in the New Year. The Welsh government appears to be banning indoor
gatherings sooner than in England so we may find our use of Cae Isgubor more restricted too,
Once again I would like to thank all those who have found the time to put finger to key board,
and in one case pen to paper, keep it coming. editor@lancsmc.org. Also thanks to all those
who entered the photo competition, we enjoyed seeing the winning shots at the dinner and
of course a big thank you to Mike Rosser for entertaining us with a presentation after the
meal.
Here’s wishing everyone a very merry Christmas and a healthy New Year.
Some Winners from the Photo Competition

Photos by:
Top left; Jim Cunningham.
Bottom left Dave Buchanan

Above; Kate Toon.

A Night on the hill.

------ Dave Sudell

We had all thought the 'summer' weekend of 10/11/12th July 2015 should be the perfect time for Will to have
a go at the Paddy Buckley Round in Snowdonia. After all its the Welsh Classic and 'only' just over 65 miles with
47 summits to bag and 2800ft of ascent in under 24hrs. For a fit lad like Will, with good support, whist no cake
walk it should be do-able. He had trained hard over the proceeding months, learned the topo off by heart and
recruited a very capable team of support runners and navigators. He also needed some volunteers to hike up
onto the tops with refreshments for him and that's where I came in, along with John, Richard and Roger. My
job was to be in place atop Moel yr Ogof, John on the Glyders with Richard and Roger on Snowdon. The
runners started from Capel Curig at 11.00am on the Saturday morning. At Aberglaslyn with the Moelwyns
under their belt they were 5mins behind schedule. I had ascended Moel Hebog and then moved onto Moel
yr Ogof, arriving at 7:20pm. Given that they were due here at 7:40pm I'd cut it a bit fine. But with the weather
deteriorating fast and 28mph winds in the valley and 40mph on the tops with rain showers, the least time on
top the better for me. I was also very wet due to a speedy ascent in full waterproofs. The runners arrived at
7:50pm and after a very short pause for some food and drink they were away again at 7:55pm. I then made a
quick decent to take shelter in the 'cave' just below the summit had some refreshment and then descended
to Beddgelert forest and bushwhacked my way down to the path returning to Beddgelert at 10:30pm. I was
absolutely soaked to the skin, and the weather was worsening by the minute. So much so that I had to dry out
in the Tanronnen Inn before returning to the hut for some sleep. Meanwhile up in the hills, John had arrived
in place on the Glyders nice and early so he set his alarm ad settled into his sleeping bag, thankfully within a
very good quality bivy bag. Richard and Roger were ascending Snowdon from Nant Perris and noticing the
weather deteriorating by the minute. The runners had made it to Rhyd-Ddu and then on to Craig Wen and Yr
Aran but had a real challenge with navigation in winds of 50mph plus and squally showers. They decided
enough was enough and abandoned the mission at 2:00am descending safely but cold and soaked to Nant
Gwynant. Meanwhile still up in the hills, John was wet and warm with a cooling stream running through his
sleeping bag. Richard and Roger had taken refuge from the storm below the summit of Snowdon and spent
the night wet and cold bivvied behind a wall, grading this event as almost hypothermic. Happily, all the team
eventually returned from the hills safely and with good tales to tell. As most will know planning and weather
watching is everything. This was done in great detail prior to the weekend but conditions can and do change
unexpectedly. The runners were top class, and thankfully the hill supporters were very experienced and
capable of looking after themselves. However, a choice of well-meaning but inexperienced helpers could have
resulted in a disastrous night.

Answers to the Autumn crossword
Across: 1. Catstyecam. 6. Trespass. 8. Hill. 9. Ispy. 10. Simonds. 12. Pat. 13. Elk. 14. SOS.
15. Stress. 16. Moss. 19. Seat. 21.Appleby. 23. Buttertubs.
Down: 1. Corgi. 2. Tosspot. 3. Toad. 4. Ash. 5. Glasses. 7. Sticks. 11. Bees. 12. Potherb.
14.Stone. 17. Soya. 18. Spit. 20. Tat.

Helen’s Last Munro
Or

--- Josie Smith

“being in the right place at the wrong time”

We’d headed to Roslin, Edinburgh,
visiting Rob for his birthday before
arriving in Forfar to cycle to various
placed of interest. As we were already in
Scotland it was an excellent opportunity
to join Helen Brunton on her last Munro
(Bernard has often said he’d like to
repeat all the Munros again on
member’s last Munro parties.)
Having planned ahead we booked a site
very near to the start. However, the
forecast from MWIS was really bad for
Saturday, hence Helen changed the big
day to Sunday when we were promised
better weather, and so we might see
something from the summit. However
the celebration at the Falls of Dochart
Inn was arranged for the Saturday
evening, this wasn’t a problem for us as
we’d already booked in on a site in Killin
for the Saturday evening, and it also
enabled us to attend the afternoon celebrations at the Lodge nearby, where Helen and some of her friends
were staying. This was followed by an excellent meal in the evening at the Inn. Nothing like celebrating
before the event.
The following morning we were grateful to Lucy and Helen for giving us a lift to the start of climb up Beinn
Challum, as our campervan would have taken up too much room on the layby. There we met up with Phil,
Janet and Sheila along with Richard who’d spent the night in the car. There were nine of us altogether plus
a Labradoogle setting off up the mountain. The rain started as soon as left the car, not too heavy at first, but
as we got higher the hurricane winds and torrential rain soon had everyone drenched and buffeted before
we’d even reached the summit. Lunch was out of the question, but we were grateful for the surprise snacks
which Helen produced. We all held onto the summit cairn while Phil tried to take a photo remotely which
was difficult as the camera kept blowing over. A celebration here was out of the question, hence we
descended to a “sheltered place” where even there it was blowing the champagne away before it even
reached the glasses. Champagne really stings when blown into your eyes. However, we all got up and down
safely with no mishaps and celebrated in Tyndrum at the café with coffee and cake. I believe Helen and Lucy
continued to celebrate the event overnight in the Inveray hotel across the road.
A wild and exhilarating day. I love wild weather. Congratulations to Helen on her compleation and good luck
on her next project, whatever that may be. I only have one photo of Helen on the Summit unfortunately.

Pen-y-Ghent Meet: 17 October 2021 --- Mike Haines

Attendees:

10 - Mike Haines, John Cairns, Linda Palentine, Lucy Weston, Andy Lowe,
Kath Lowe, David Creelman, Barbara Hassall, Mary Ledwick, Jan Davies

On a murky October Sunday, a
group of 9 intrepid walkers set
off from Horton-in Ribblesdale
on a circular walk up Pen-yGhent and Plover Hill. We
couldn’t actually see the tops
but, hey-ho, we were just
privileged to be in the Yorkshire
Dales. It was confessed to me
by one of the group that they
had been hoping that I was
going to send out a message
cancelling the walk as the sun
wasn’t shining…..but I won’t
say who it was!
Anyway, we made it up to the
top of Pen-y-Ghent, where we met up with
Mary, which was a nice surprise. She had
arrived in Horton before us and set off for the
top already.
I’d like to say we admired the stunning views
from the top but, alas, we couldn’t see very far
that day. So, after taking a lunch break in the
Shelters, the (now) 10 of us headed along the
muddy, peaty ridge to Plover Hill before
descending back down into the valley. We had
to pick our way down carefully as the slabbed
path was quite slippery after the rain On the
way back we took a slight detour to look
at Hull Pot, which was quite impressive,
before heading on to Horton-inRibblesdale where we stopped for
refreshments in The Crown before
setting off for home after another grand
day out in Yorkshire.

Walk On the 7th November – Bonfire weekend at Cae Ysgubor
Dave & Julie Sudell, Andy Bond, John Cairns
I arrived at CY on a fairly miserable Saturday afternoon, but of course being at CY immediately lifts the spirit! After a
well needed cup of tea or three, I settled down to my first hut management meeting. Very informative and passed a
few hours until tea and the grand lighting of the bonfire.
Carbon offset fireworks supplied by RT were subsequently let off –
only one made us run for cover as it was a ‘lazy’ rocket and decided
it was best was just to stay at ground level before it did its thing.
After all the excitement we all eventually went to bed.
The next morning 4 of us drove up to just past the Pen-y-Gwryd
Hotel for the free parking. We walked up the miners track before
heading west for the summit of Glyder Fach with a spectacular view
of Tryfan.

I think we were all
surprised just how
chilly it was in the wind – Note to self, look out winter gloves! After
some warming soup we headed for the Cantilever for Julies photo
opportunity. A cheerful group of Scousers beat us too it and tried to
see if they could tip it over

Julie did

however get her photo moment shared with Andy

We carried on to Glyder Fawr (1001m) and took a little
path (not marked on any OS maps but on Harvey back to
hotel and our cars. A good, interesting 5 hour walk with the usual spectacular Glyders scenery.

John Cairns 14/11/21

used
the

The Stocks Reservoir Round

24th November 2021 --- Bernard Smith

I’ll begin at the end. As we finished the
walk on a damp village hall carpark in
Slaidburn I enquired of our leader as to
who would be writing the meet report,
that’s the problem with having the
editor along. However I was told that it
would be myself; so that will teach me.
The day had started in the café in
Slaidburn as fifteen members
assembled
for
coffee
and
conversation. We were eventually
motivated to don our boots and get
underway. As we were following an anti-clockwise circuit round the reservoir we started from the War
Memorial up the Bentham road. Branching west fairly soon we headed towards Croasdale Brook following
indeterminate footpaths. At Shay house we joined a good track leading back to the road. By now, of course,
it was raining. As Peter Kaye would say “the sort that wets you”. Leaving the road by a metal ladder stile we
made our way to Kenibus farm where we found a semi sheltered hollow in an old quarry for lunch. Resisting
the temptation for a shorter route back we continued on to join the Bowland Knotts road near the picnic site
by the lake. We left the road just past St. James’ church, which was rebuilt using stone from the original
church which served the village of Stocks-in-Bowland. It now serves as a chapel to the re-sited graveyard.
The village is now submerged by the reservoir but the ruins of the original church building can be seen near
the carpark. The path now led by Hammerton Hall back to Slaidburn and the cars. Most of the party now
retired to the Lower Buck in Waddington where fine ale is served, but I had an appointment at Ewood Park
so sadly had to dash off.

(photos by Jim Cunningham)

First proper winter walk of the season with a ‘sting’ in the tail!
After an enjoyable evening at the Shap Wells hotel for the LMC Annual Dinner we departed down to Haweswater.
Some other members also turned up for a walk around the reservoir. Four of us (Linda P, Lucy W, Mike H & myself)
set off with ice axes and crampons dusted off ready for use, (a bit later
than planned but not used to these late nights anymore!) We walked up
via Small Water to Mardale 111 Bell for a chilly, windy lunch stop.
With all
layers on
we
climbed
up to
High
Street

where a solitary ‘skinny ski’ chap zoomed past! Due to time
pressure, we descended by an exciting Long Stile ridge to Blea
Water.
The snow was left behind by the time we got to the small dam
at Blea Water. In fading light, we headed for the cars. About
1km from the car park Linda uttered a cry and some choice words, she had slipped and felt something ‘go’ in her
lower leg/ankle. Options were discussed and tried. 2 walking poles – no good, couldn’t put weight on her foot. Arms
around Mikes and myself shoulders – no good, we were too tall. Crossed arms seat – no good, path was too rocky
and narrow to navigate. Going down on her backside – no good, would have taken hours. After some convincing it
was left to the piggyback method. With Linda grimly hanging onto me we set off, Mike and Lucy carried all our
rucksacks and over several relays we thankfully made it back to the cars by headtorch.
Thankfully Linda only lives 15 mins drive from the Royal Preston and they were very efficient. By 10pm Linda
complete with ‘boot’ was wheeled out to the car. After sorting out a few things at home and a cup of tea I departed
leaving her to bum shuffle up to bed – there are limits!
PS. I spoke to Linda the next day and
while obviously not impressed with the
situation she was very stoical and wasn’t
too bad a casualty. There was no phone
signal at the accident site, and it makes
you think – what would I have done if this
had happened to me while on my own?
John Cairns 6th December 2021
(Photos – Linda, Lucy, JC)

Poor Wordsworth ---

Barbara Hassall

He wandered – lonely as a cloud.
He didn’t have the opportunity or good fortune to belong to the LMC Wednesday Wanderers. However I was
lucky enough in May this year to join the WW after meeting the group as they did the bluebell walk.
Although I was a virtually non-active member of the club I received the club emails and of course those of
the Wednesday Wanderers. The proposed walk on May 5th would be a circuit of the bluebell woods taking
in the site of the trees planted in memory of Derek and Brian. I had known both many years before so I
decided that I would like to pay my respects. I drove to Yew Tree Barn curious to know if I would know any
of the group. I recognised Ces Smith and Dave Sudell who were both happy to chat and reminisce. I also met
Mary for the first time and was immediately “welcomed into the fold”
That invitation to join the group has led me to some brilliant days out in wonderful places with a very friendly
and welcoming group of people. Thank you one and all.
On December1st as we were walking prior to our Christmas lunch, Bernard asked me if I would write a report
of the circuit. I agreed to have a go and soon after panic set in. The walk was almost finished and I had done
so much chattering with various members of the group that I realised I couldn’t possibly write an account of
the walk as I hadn’t really got much idea where we had been.
I knew that the weather had been fine (more or less) in spite of the black clouds which had loomed on every
horizon as Jan and I came south from Kendal. I also knew that we had walked round two or three reservoirs
and along some good tracks to a high point which afforded good and distant views; but that was all.
I’m very happy to say that Mary came to my rescue, having heard from Bernard that he had asked me to
write a report. How did she know that I wouldn’t really have a clue about the route? She’s a smart cookie
and has got me weighed up! So Mary sent me a message telling me where we had been—without me even
asking. How good was that? Thanks Mary.
Hence with that invaluable help - the report:-Twenty three
walkers set off from the causeway between upper and lower
Rivington reservoirs, along the East side of the upper reservoir
and then round by the Yarrow reservoir. We left the road at
Alance Bridge and followed the Lead Mines Clough track before
turning North West and heading towards the Manor House.
From there we followed the road past the upper end of

Anglezarke reservoir to Kay’s Farm and
subsequently South along the side of Upper
Rivington over the causeway to where we
had started, and so to lunch. Thank you again
to all who have contributed to making the
Wednesday Walks events to be treasured in
this year of strange restrictions.

Not Quite Paradise ----Andy Lowe
I have written a set of walking guides in the local area. These consist of short walks around
Eccleston, White Coppice, the Leeds-Liverpool canal and the Yarrow valley. During the lockdown I
thought it would be an ideal time to review the walks in each of these booklets and put them on a
blog on my website. The following is an extract from a recent walk.
Walk 2 - Back Lane to the River Yarrow.
Many years ago when I considered myself as a runner I would complete this route in about 40 minutes. I
would run it regularly, striding out through the woodland, across the empty green fields, and along the
gurgling river bank meeting no-one and thinking I was in paradise. Now I walk the route and it takes me
nearly 3 hours. It is not quite paradise because the barrage has been built but it is not far off the vision of
heaven you hope to make one day.

I start my walk from the pond in front of Verdes restaurant and walk down past the school, the Methodist
church and St. Agnes church until I get to Heskin Bridge. Before I take the path left I stop at this junction
and consider its significance in times past for here at the roadside about 200 years ago was a coal storage
and supply yard. The coal came along a mineral railway line from a colliery at Park Hall and was stored
here until it could be hauled down the main road to either Wigan or Preston.
I continue along to Big Wood and follow what I consider the boundary fence through the trees, at the side of
the fields until the bend in Red Lane. This section is sublime as you wander almost dreamlike through the
trees spouting buds in time for spring and listening to the birdsong from everywhere. The path is quite good
although the latter stages are wet in places. You are almost reluctant to get to the road and walk on tarmac
for a while but this takes you fairly quickly to the motorway bridge and the farm track on the left just before
it.

The track brings me to a sturdy footbridge over the River Yarrow, Once over this I climb left over a stile and
follow the river down-stream along its bank searching its sides for signs of otter and other forms of wildlife.
Nothing today but in the past I have come across deer grazing in the fields nearby. I continue along the
bank of this fine river, climbing over stiles and crossing fields siding on to the prominent feature of Billinge
Wood which grows on the bluff above the flood plain of the river. All the way along to the barrage lying like
a giant green slug across the river’s course. Beyond this I can make out the top of St. Mary’s church tower.

I reach the busy road of Lydiate Lane which takes me down to St. Mary’s churchyard where I find an oasis
of calm and quiet amongst the lines of
daffodils and leaning gravestones where I
pause for a while resting.. A wooden gate
takes me out of the churchyard and onto an
ancient path called “church walks” leading me
up a narrow track between hedges to
Towngate and back into the village.

To get to the web site and read the blog go
to whippetways.com
Whippet Ways walking guide books are
available free from Eccleston Post Office
or from me.
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Midweek Climbing

---

Steve Lyon

The optimistic plan was to hold five summer midweek climbing meets, one each month from May to September. The
first two were lost to hut closures and travel restrictions, however by July some post Covid normality had returned
and the remaining meets all took place. So read on for a judicious selection of some of the more noteworthy events;
naked women, senior moments and classic rock.

JULY.The Peak District.
Ravenstones. A classic, once popular moorland grit venue, more brutal than Burbage, more savage than Stanage,
esoteric, some would say, gruesome gnarly grit. Remote by Peak District standards involving a pleasant forty minute
uphill walk from Binn Green car park in the Chew Valley followed by an uncompromising steep final ten minute
struggle.
This was confirmed by our conversation with the local resident expert in the car park. "You'll have that to yourselves.
Nobody climbs there." As we were experiencing searing "heat wave" temperatures you might expect that crowds
would flock to Ravenstones for the luxurious shade of the high north facing elevation. Certainly the leader seemed to
be in more need of a nut key than the second, largely for the task of scraping carpets of moss and associated vegetation
from the starting holds and for cleaning cracks to accommodate nuts. Matters generally were cleaner higher up but
the grading was never generous and protection less easy to place than on the eastern edges. The shade was indeed
restful but as everything else seemed desperate you could say that on the day there was a fine balance.
We now had the descent to look forward to and once the initial steep horrors were reversed there remained only the
long pleasant streamside downhill section of Holme Clough and Greenfield Reservoirs. There we were, two
septuagenarian, suburban grandfathers, exhausted by late life fitness and enervated by the searing temperatures. It
was too hot and tiresome to even moan. About anything.
Consequently the sight of two neatly stacked piles of female clothing by the side of a deep section of the brook was a
bit of a surprise. However the sight of two very attractive twenty something skinny dippers enjoying the solitude of
Holme Clough solved the puzzle. Naturally I was concerned about the health and safety of my companion. Thanks to
the wonders of modern medical technology he has had a micro sized internal defibrillator inserted into his chest cavity
which is there apparently to control wild and irregular heartbeats in moments of stress or excitement, and when

activated goes off with the blast of a small artillery piece to momentarily stop and restart the heart. Due to the
enthusiasm and animation of his conversation with the two young women I was expecting a critical incident at any
moment. Never less than when the more forward of the two rose up from the water to give a gracious full frontal bow.
For which she was equally gracefully applauded.
We did consider reporting this incident of inappropriate behaviour at Greenfield police station but concluded that as
I had not been wearing my varifocals at the time I wouldn't be considered to be a reliable enough witness to construct
an accurate photofit, even with the aid of modern visual recognition technology. Of course had my climbing companion
rudely exposed himself to two young women he might now be reading his LMC newsletter from Strangeways Prison.
I believe that to safeguard elderly gentlemen from the inappropriate behaviour of young women he has set up a new
movement #MeAlso.

AUGUST Langdale
Thanks to the wonders of mobile phones the long lost prodigal member and myself were able to arrive within five
minutes of each other at the NDG carpark at 11.30 for our planned 9.30 rendezvous. Urban myth has it that we first
climbed together in the late 1960's and through repetition has become legend. You could say that give or take the odd
ten or twenty year interval we have climbed regularly since then. Not unlike Gary Oldman's Count Dracula, despite
travelling physically from Morecambe, the prodigal had crossed an ocean of time to revisit the crag venues of misspent
youth.
In a laudable attempt to recapture fitness the prodigal one had visited a climbing wall a couple of days previously.
However it seemed that a senior moment had intervened. Opening his rucsac revealed that his rock shoes, harness
and belay device had been left behind. A spare ATC replaced the last item. Fortitude and improvisation were to deal
with the first two.
"I'll climb in my boots"
What about tying on?
"Round the waist."
What if we use the abseil descent?
"Classic method"
Maybe we should take an extra sling or two to improvise a sit harness.
"No problem. I'm an engineer"
Feeling the massive confidence brought on by self-delusion we proceeded to the crag. A few minor short lived irritating
bits of drizzle obligingly faded away to give a dry afternoon. The scene was thus set for some sociable climbing,
reminiscence, general blagging, and character assassination in the nicest and most humanely considerate way
imaginable. Aside from completing the Castration Crack variation rather than the intended easy start the route was
completed without too much incident. Perhaps with a bit of rusty grunting and a touch of alternative techniques from
the prodigal.
Then came the abseil descent... from a tree overhanging a loose steepish gully. A little bit of manipulation and
organisation of slings and an ATC fashioned a hybrid harness and abseil system. Admittedly more Heath Robinson than
Black Diamond, but it looked effective enough. The prodigal was however about to discover that the ultra slim
dyneema slings of today do not quite distribute weight with the same efficiency as the wide webbing slings of
yesteryear. In fact the extent to which they bite into the rear end I was assured is directly proportional to the mass of
the descending climber. But that is engineer speak. Looking down from the relative safety of the abseil tree as the
prodigal made a number of comfort related adjustments I began to wonder how I would explain things in the event of
misfortune. Emigration to Kabul would probably lead to a quieter life.
However skill and improvisation on the part of the prodigal triumphed and in concession to modern healthy trends we
enjoyed a small beer and a large dinner in the Old Dungeon Ghyll hotel. The sense of enjoyment was somewhat marred
when a lady at the adjacent table stepped backwards off the plinth and into unanticipated space, and crashed
backwards banging her head into the cobbles. I picked up her glasses and we decided to go into the dining room to
avoid any further excitement. As they used to say on Hill Street Blues "Let's be careful out there."

SEPTEMBER Wales
Thanks to conflicting geriatric priorities, grandchild minding, bad backs and even going walking the inability to organise
potential members into two consecutive days together in Wales transferred the meet to two consecutive days climbing
in the Peak with two different teams.
Thus emerged the plan to complete all the three star S and HS classics on Stanage. There are nine of them. All
superlatively brilliant. Anywhere else and of course they would be awarded a modest and fully deserved five stars. All
in all an easy but rewarding two day project for pensioners.
The favourite? April Crack HS 4b. Not climbed nearly as often as the nearby Christmas Crack, probably due to
the nature of the intimidating start. The choice lies between a bold unprotected layback or a slightly more technically
difficult short wall which is protectable with a fiddly to place, small nut from a position standing on polished holds.
At which point a crag know it all stopped at the bottom of the route and announced, but we are not certain to whom,
"I've done that before. Never again." Despite this confidence building endorsement in our choice of route, progress
continued. Either start gives access to a steep, uncompromising, at times possibly overhanging right facing corner.
Fortunately this temple mount of gritstone is liberally furnished with cracks and adequate footholds, peerless jams
and the occasional accommodating jug enabling the faithful to bridge, layback or otherwise shimmy into the holy of
holies, and finish on a good landing with secure belays positioned to watch the second. Perfection in the Autumn
sunshine.
My thanks to Neville on the first day and Graham and Dave on the second day.
Overall the midweek meets allowed us to climb on a variety of crags away from the more usual weekend crowds, even
in the summer months of the infamous staycation year. Hopefully more relaxed travel arrangements next year will
help to continue this.
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

WOW!

-----

Steve Smith (CES)

Around this time of year the Wednesday Wanderers have their 'Christmas Do'. The highlight of the 'Do' is
the WOW award, the WOW standing for Worst Organised Walk. I have certain philosophical issues with this
title, in that the walks that have won the WOW are the ones that we recollect the most. Those sun-kissed
days when we have walked with a fair wind at our backs are soon forgotten. The day when someone's bad
navigation had us walking knee deep in a bog, live on in eternal memory. So I prefer to see them as bringing
Moments of Magic or MOM which the more perceptive of you will have recognised as an upside down WOW.
One of the features of the Wednesday Wanderers which allows Moments of Magic is their single-minded
individualism. This was best observed on Ben Na Lap where footpaths were sparse so the whole party split
into small groups and ascended the mountain each by what they considered to be the best route to the
summit. Not for us the continental habit of walking in single file behind the Bergmeister. This individualism
has to be channelled so that we can at least meet up at the same time, this task which has been likened to
rounding up the neighborhood cats with a sheepdog is carried out by Mary Ledwick our indefatigable leader,
who carries out this task effortlessly every week. Mary has many views on what is proper on a walk, such as
minimizing walking uphill after lunch, no fording rivers, no steep descents or gorse bushes, any of these
attract Mary’s ire, in fact, as she is the arbiter of the WOW, it may be considered as the Malice Of Mary
(MOM).
Due to COVID the number of entrants this year for the WOW Stakes has led to a smaller field than previous
years but nonetheless the quality of runners has remained high. Here was the form of this year’s runners
just in case anyone wishes to place a wager on the 2022 Stakes.

Mary herself entered the stakes with a strong effort. Starting the Dales Highway, the taxi she organised to
take us to the start of the walk dropped us at Shipley station instead of Saltaire station where the walk should
have started. Consequently we had a mile to walk to get to the true start. This left many of us wondering
what was to come over the next 90 miles.

A novice runner this year was Annette who on her first outing displayed fine promise for the future. During
a walk over Whitbarrow we had old ladies directing the back markers in the direction of the main crowd.
However, sensitive to being a recipient of the WOW, she displayed a devious nature on the second walk she
organized, bringing along friends to act as "whippers-in" making sure stragglers were kept on the right path.
So despite early promise I expect long odds on that runner in next year's stakes.
Pete Corr was a truly inspired novice entrant, whose brilliant first outing around Wayoh and Turton
Reservoirs led to losing 10 out of 14 walkers. I would expect many will be wagering on that entrant in the
2022 stakes.

My own effort on Whinash Ridge by the “other Borrowdale” near Tebay started out well, I had high hopes
of this one, as everyone made their way up Jeffrey’s Mount via their own chosen route but all remained
together for the rest of the walk.

Richard Toon also a strong starter, who introduced a new objective hazard, gunfire! Starting at Grimwith
reservioir, he led us through a partridge shoot. As we strode forward boldly into the gunfire, with dead birds
raining from the sky, it was a scene Alfred Lord Tennyson would have immortalised in a poem. However his
route then took us through Trollers Gill, a limestone wonder none of us had seen before which more than
made up for the shell shock early in the day. It was noted that Richard did (legally) bag up a partridge for his
dinner that night – you can’t keep a Yorkshire man from a bargain!
The two front runners who were neck and neck almost to the line, were Jim Lawson and Ian Lowry. Jim, a
doughty campaigner of old, repeated his award winning route of 2019 around Bannerdale. The earlier walk
has entered into legend as it brought out the finest Wednesday Wanderer individualism. The car park we
were to meet at was being reserved for a funeral, the Funeral Director was then directing traffic to all points
of the East Lakeland, the result being seventeen walkers doing the walk by eight different routes. Such a
masterpiece is impossible to repeat. Jim the Wily Wiganer, a seasoned
campaigner saw that without the Funeral Director’s misdirection things
were going far too well. Losing only two who decided to shorten the route,
he introduced a novel idea. Whilst secretly telling others of the easy descent
from Rest Dodd, he took Mary on a hair-raisingly steep alternative thus
attracting her baleful attention.
Such genius was however pipped at the post by Ian Lowry’s last Wainwright.
It was a moment of pure class. Expect short odds on this runner next year.
The objective was Seat Sandal, which Ian decided to attack via his own
variation, direct from Dunmail Raise, on the hottest Wednesday of the year.
A truly creative outing which took us through some 2200ft of steep trackless
ground, through impenetrable bracken, scree, and six foot high gorse
bushes, to arrive at the summit of Seat Sandal with heat exhaustion and
gorse lacerations. The offer of a Rusty Nail Cocktail to teetotaler Mary, had
the effect of pouring water on a drowning man, so trying to blame Birkett’s
Guidebook fell on deaf ears. Not content with that bravura performance, Ian
then led us onto Fairfield a continuation described by Wainwright himself as
“A rough descent followed by a steep continuous climb” of 950 ft. With form
like this, surely it must make him the favourite for 2022.
Who would not want to win a python devouring a scorpion in a bottle?
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If you go down to the woods tonight? – Dave MacGregor.
This is becoming a habit: here I was again, with twilight gathering, loading up the bike and
preparing to set off into Queen Elizabeth Forest without map or directions to find a bothy.
Newly restored, Mark Cottage lay far down the peninsula formed by Loch Long and Loch
Goil either side somewhere in the trees down by the water’s edge. (cont.)

Relying on instinct
and the sun setting in
the west, we, the bike
and me, set off past
the locked gate and
along a broad forestry
track. Between the
pines to the left there
were glimpses of a
dark, silent Loch Long,
while the mountain
ridge bathed in light
to the right rose
gently upwards.
Determined to stay close to the water I was fooled, took the next steep left branch in the
track hurtling downwards at great speed to a rocky bay, only to have to climb back up again
and even back towards the start: it was a loop leading nowhere!

Tired now, I plodded upwards as the shadows lengthened and the air cooled. Higher now
and looking back I spotted two lights on the far bank of the loch, set far apart – perhaps
marking a mooring berth for naval ships? Still pushing the bike I reached a broad junction in
the track: I was back at the main track. Another left turn and on we went peddling deeper
and darker into the forest, dropping then climbing again my legs beginning to ache: would I
still have enough energy to ride back to the car? A long downhill section had us flying not
altogether safely over bumps that couldn’t be seen until my arms started shaking with the
effort: enough, get off and a Shank’s Pony for me. Now almost pitch black, I wandered on
breathing in the scent of pine. A break appeared in the monoglot pine, but no sign or
silhouette of a gable end or roof yet. The twin lights on the loch now lay to my left and far
behind. Skeletal branches above indicated I was now into old woodland, but still the track
wandered on. I followed, now very tired (well I was a mature OAP deprived of sleep the
night before by that snoring, grunting Captain Sparkie).
Soon I was back into pine forest where no sound penetrated. Great massed, mature trunks
rose upwards blanking out the ambient light creating a uniform blackness. I decided I had
reached the physical point of no return: I would have to bivvy out if I didn’t find this bothy
soon. The track continued to wind downwards and I dumped the bike: I didn’t fancy having
to push it back uphill again and walked on. For the first time I had to use the torch, when an

impenetrable blackness blotted out everything.I followed the rough curving track ever
downwards then suddenly I caught a glimpse of light reflecting off the loch. Slowly the
woodland thinned till I was looking at the loch itself and then, Jerusalem, there to the left
was a warm yellow light of a candle in a window! Relieved, I back-tracked wearily to the
bike spotting in the dark the white polythene bag strapped to the pannier protecting the
winter sleeping bag.
The bike was dragged to its feet and down we went that last few yards. At the door I rattled
the sneck; gave warning. Inside a warm fug and the smell of cooking food hit the senses;
two young lasses crouched about the blazing wood fire smiled up at me, spoke those
magical words, There’s hot water for a brew, help yourself! Straight from inner city
Glasgow, this was their first trip without the boyfriends and boy, did they have some kit!
I slept very well that
night, woke very late
– the sun was
keeking through the
window before the
eyes opened and the
lasses had been
awake for ages! A
cuppa tea and
breakfast was taken
outside on a bench.
There I sat enjoying
the heat of the sun,
listening to the
oyster-catchers and
divers calling over
the placid dark waters. Across the loch was Faslane, a no-go area manned by armed guards
on land and sea. This was where the nuclear submarines berthed, where the nuclear war
heads lay hidden, stored underground!
Sat in this peaceful setting it was easy to forget what lay over there.
The ride back took a fraction of the time. The air was fresh, the sky clear of clouds; the
snow-capped mountain ranges opposite etched sharp. A runner passed, then a hiker
heading for the bothy. Two forestry workers were spotted planting spruce and larch whips
among the pine stumps. Back at the car another brew went on, delaying yet again that
moment of departure, to head south and home, but this was home and home is where the
heart is, isn’t it?

Bothy Will.

January 2010.

My Ridgeback bike is one of their very early mountain bikes made. Now with drop bars, and
a few new parts, she feels like a proper bike.
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My Worst Day in the Hills --- John Burrows
Reading an account of a member suffering in the hills in the Autumn newsletter set me
thinking about my less enjoyable experiences. Immediately one day stood out.
A handful of members will remember that well before the club changed from the LTMC to
the LMC and started holding the annual long walks meet there was a period of a few years
when it had an annual meet in June in North Wales. The purpose of this meet was to give
members the opportunity to complete all the Welsh 3000 foot peaks in one continuous walk
in less than 24 hours. These mountains formed long before we went metric so it is only right
that they be measured in imperial units. The time is measured from the first peak, Crib Goch,
to the last which is Foel-fras. Doing it in this direction has the advantage that you start from
a road that is higher than the one on which you finish. Due to the length of the walk and the
position of the final summit a backup team of supporters had to be organised. Feeding
stations were set up in Nant Peris and Ogwen and transport back from a minor road off the
A55 had to be arranged. If my aged memory is correct one of our members will be interested
to learn that the Nant Peris feeding station was in the car park of the Vaynol Arms.
The day that came to mind was on one of these meets. Usually we were blessed with good
weather for them but on this occasion the forecast was not so good. However as all the

logistics had been prepared we decided to go ahead with the walk. In typical LMC fashion, at
around first light the participants arrived at Pen-y-Pass and set off up to Crib Goch in a totally
uncoordinated way, in dry but threatening weather. On this walk it is best that everyone goes
at their own pace to conserve energy. Thus I soon found myself all alone. By the time I
reached the breakfast feeding station in Nant Peris it was raining.
While I was enjoying my bacon butties a couple more of the participants arrived and started
to debate whether it was worth continuing in the deteriorating weather. Being made of
sterner stuff I set off on the second leg of the walk over the Glyder group. The weather rapidly
got worse. The cloud base descended into the valleys, the rain became monsoon like and the
wind strengthened. It was very unpleasant. I did not set eyes on a single person, partly
because of the thick cloud but also I suspect, because no sensible person would dream of
going high in those conditions. Fifty years ago waterproofs were not as good as they are now
and mine were cheap and old. The rain started to seep through the hood and various seams
making me unpleasantly damp. However I was spurred on by the knowledge that the support
team would be waiting
at Ogwen with hot food and drinks. Having completed the walk a couple of times before I
had decided that there was no point in going on from there.
When I arrived at Ogwen I was surprised to find no sign of the support team. I concluded that
the weather had driven me to walk so fast that I had arrived earlier than they expected.
Fortunately I always carry a plastic survival bag so I sat in that while I awaited their arrival. As
I was already soggy it didn’t help me keep dry but it did keep the wind out. The refreshment
kiosk by the road was not open. The owner either had not bothered to open or had closed
early due to a lack of customers so all I could do was to eat the chocolate bar I had with me
and wait. After an hour I was becoming very puzzled and rather chilly. After two hours I was
decidedly cold and getting worried that I had been abandoned. No one else had arrived so
clearly they had all bailed out at Nant Peris. In those days there were no mobile phones to
turn to. The weather was so bad that there was very little traffic so the chances of thumbing
it back to Beddgelert did not look good. I was more than a little worried.
Meanwhile back at the hut the other participants in the walk and the support team were
cosily sitting drinking tea and indulging in the idle chatter which is the norm when killing time
on a wet day. Eventually someone noticed that I was not there and my situation gradually
dawned on them. There then followed some discussion about who should go and collect me
as nobody was very keen to go back out in that weather. Eventually somebody was persuaded
to go and fetch me.
After more than two very miserable hours a familiar car appeared at Ogwen to rescue me. I
was wet and very cold and was hoping for a few words of sympathy. All I got from the fed-up
driver was the statement that in his opinion I was a silly b. . . .r to carry on beyond Nant Peris.

Definitely my worst day in the hills.
===========================================================================
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Across:

Down:

1. Formed by the freezing of dripping water.
(6)

1. Large wading bird (4)

4. Barriers to get the leg over (6)
9. Ridge between Kentmere and Troutbeck
(7)
10. A passage with locks (5)
11, 17 down. Fell Runner AKA The Iron
Man
12. Rope-making fibre (5)
13. It’s often cast upon the waters (7 4)
18. Remote or unfriendly (7)
20. The main artery of the body (5)
22. Of the far north or south (5)
23. Cold dry French wind (7)
24. What you need in your step (6)
25. Fisherman (6)

2. House that’s always cold (5)
3. A symbol of Wales (5)
5. Parasitic arachnids (5)
6. Waxy substance derived from sheep’s
coats (7)
7. What you might find jumping on the Kent
at Staveley? (6)
8. When to drink up (7, 4)
14. Narrow-minded (7)
15. Co-operation or close bond (7)
16. Takes on or accepts as a resolution (6)
17. See 11 Across (6)
19. Home of Brodick Castle
21. Pastoral (5)

The Christmas Dinner
This year’s dinner was a great success after all the
privations of lockdowns etc. There were about 55
members and guests present, all of whom
enjoyed themselves. Here are a few photos to
give you a flavour of what some of you missed.

